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Abstract: Water expulsion from the protein core is a key step in protein folding. Nevertheless, unusually
large water clusters confined into the nonpolar cavities have been observed in the X-ray crystal structures
of tetrabrachion, a bacterial protein that is thermostable up to at least 403 K (130 °C). Here, we use molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the structure and thermodynamics of water filling the largest
cavity of the right-handed coiled-coil stalk of tetrabrachion at 365 K (92 °C), the temperature of optimal
bacterial growth, and at room temperature (298 K). Hydrogen-bonded water clusters of seven to nine water
molecules are found to be thermodynamically stable in this cavity at both temperatures, confirming the
X-ray studies. Stability, as measured by the transfer free energy of the optimal size cluster, decreases with
increasing temperature. Water filling is thus driven by the energy of transfer and opposed by the transfer
entropy, both depending only weakly on temperature. Our calculations suggest that cluster formation
becomes unfavorable at ∼384 K (110 °C), signaling the onset of drying just slightly above the temperature
of optimal growth. “Drying” thus precedes protein denaturation. At room temperature, the second largest
cavity in tetrabrachion accommodates a five water molecule cluster, as reported in the X-ray studies.
However, the simulations show that at 365 K the cluster is unstable and breaks up. We suggest that the
large hydrophobic cavities may act as binding sites for two proteases, possibly explaining the unusual
thermostability of the resulting protease-stalk complexes (up to ∼393 K, 120 °C).

1. Introduction

Interior water plays an essential role in modulating the
structure, stability, function, and dynamics of biomolecules.1-5
Water may occur as an integral part of the protein to which it
is usually hydrogen bonded, or it may appear in a weakly polar
or even hydrophobic cavity5-7 or channel.8 The presence of
water in nonpolar hydrophobic cavities has been reported on
the basis of X-ray crystallography6 and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) studies,7,9-11 and NMR has also been used
to probe the dynamics of water in proteins.9-11 Interior water
in nonpolar cavities is either amorphous7 or present as a dimer
or a cluster of several water molecules stabilized by hydrogen
†
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bonding within the cluster and by van der Waals interactions
and hydrogen bonding with the peptide walls of a protein
cavity.12-18 Water in these predominantly nonpolar cavities can
be metastable, with filling and emptying occurring upon changes
in solvent conditions19 or the local polarity of the cavity.20,21
Here, we examine the thermodynamic and structural properties
of such unusual and interesting forms of water occupying the
large cavities of the bacterial protein tetrabrachion.14-16
Tetrabrachion is a surface layer protein of the hyperthermophilic archaebacterium Staphylothermus marinus found in
geothermal marine environments. It consists of a 70-nm stalk
that branches into four arms of 24 nm length.15,16 The stalk
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Figure 1. Structure of the tetrabrachion stalk segment after energy minimization of the crystal structure.14 Three of the four helices are shown as molecular
surfaces, and the fourth one (on top) is indicated as a green backbone tube. Water molecules in the four cavities, numbered 1 to 4 from left to right along
the central channel, are shown as VDW models (red and white; black circles). Solvent water molecules are not shown for clarity.

contains a four-stranded parallel coiled coil that is involved in
binding to a thermostable protease.22 In addition to being righthanded, it is unusual also in other ways. Thermodynamically,
even at 130 °C, full denaturation of the stalk requires 6 M of
guanidine.16 Structurally, the coiled coil presents several unusually large hydrophobic cavities located along its axis.14 The
cavities are connected by a narrow and continuous central
channel that is lined exclusively with aliphatic side chains. In
the crystal structure, determined at ∼100 K, all cavities are
occupied by water, with nine water molecules in the largest of
the four cavities, five in the second largest, and two and one in
the remaining cavities, respectively (Figure 1). Because of the
lack of polar groups in the cavity walls, and the resulting weak
water-protein interactions, these water molecules form tight
clusters in two of the four cavities of the crystal structure.
Computer simulations and theoretical studies23-31 have been
used to probe the conditions under which protein cavities are
occupied by water. Transient water penetration into the protein
interior was observed even at ambient conditions.32 At high
temperature32 and pressure,19,33,34 water penetration is associated
with protein unfolding. Previous studies of water in simple
nonpolar cavities, including fullerenes, have shown that the
thermodynamics of filling is controlled by a fine balance
between the energy and entropy of transfer into a confined
environment, in which thermodynamic stability is determined
collectively by the bulk solvent activity, the cavity size and
polarity, hydrogen bonding between water molecules,35 and their
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interactions with the cavity wall.36
Here, we will explore the following questions. Are the
tetrabrachion cavities, in particular the largest one, filled with
water at 365 K (92 °C), the optimal growth temperature of
Staphylothermus marinus? And can we gain insights into a
possible functional role of such large nonpolar cavities in a
protein whose primary function is to stabilize the surface layer
of the organism? We studied the thermodynamics of water
penetration into the largest cavity by using MD simulations at
365 K and also at 298 K. The simulations at 298 K were done
to quantify the effect of temperature on filling. On the basis of
a simple yet powerful new formalism, we are able to determine
not only free energies but also the energies and entropies of
the interior water from MD simulations. From these we predict
the drying temperature of the largest cavity.
The outline of the paper is as follows. After a discussion of
the underlying theory and computer simulation methods, we
present results of a comprehensive study of the thermodynamics
of filling the largest cavity in tetrabrachion. In particular, we
show that a marginally stable hydrogen-bonded cluster of six
to nine water molecules forms even at 92 °C, with a slightly
negative (i.e., favorable) free energy of transfer from the bulk
into the protein cavity. We then show that the smaller water
cluster with five water molecules in the second largest cavity
is only stable at room temperature but unstable at high
temperatures where it breaks up to penetrate the protein. From
the entropy and energy of transfer, we estimate that even the
large cavity will begin to empty at temperatures above that of
optimal growth. In conclusion, we present a hypothesis that the
near coexistence between a filled (“wet”) and empty (“dry”)
state of the cavity may be functionally relevant. In particular,
we suggest that drying of the nonpolar cavity may explain the
unusually thermostable protein complex formed between the
tetrabrachion stalk and its protease.
2. Theory
To quantify the amount of water filling a cavity inside a protein,
we determine the probability P(N) of finding exactly N water molecules
inside a fixed volume V covering the cavity. For practical reasons, we
choose spherical volumes V whose center is given as an average of the
positions of backbone alpha-carbon atoms of residues lining the cavity.
The water occupancy probabilities P(N) will depend on the thermo(36) Vaitheeswaran, S.; Yin, H.; Rasaiah, J. C.; Hummer, G. Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. U.S.A. 2004, 101, 17002-17005.
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dynamic conditions, such as temperature, pressure, salt concentration,
osmolyte concentrations, etc. Following our previous studies of water
in nonpolar cavities and nanotubes,36,37 the P(N) can be calculated from
a series of independent simulations with N ) 0, 1, etc. water molecules
in the cavity. Those simulations can be combined to construct, in effect,
a “grand-canonical” distribution for water in the cavity volume V for
a fixed temperature T and a given total chemical potential µ of water.
The grand partition function Ξ is the generating function for the
canonical ensemble:

Equation 2.4 allows us to “combine” the canonical simulations for
different occupancies N to estimate ratios of occupancy probabilities.
The average of 〈exp{-β(UN+1 - UN)}〉N for N water molecules in the
cavity was determined from the ratio of the distributions of particle
insertion energies fins,N(∆U) into the cavity with N water molecules
and the particle removal energies grem,N+1(∆U) from the cavity
containing N + 1 water molecules using the relation36,37

fins,N(∆U)
grem,N+1(∆U)

∞

Ξ(µ,V,T) )

∑e

βµN

Q(N,V,T)

where Q(N,V,T) is the “canonical” partition function for N molecules
in the spherical cavity with volume V at a temperature T, and β )
1/kBT with kB as Boltzmann’s constant. (Note that this is not strictly a
canonical ensemble because the protein environment of the cavity is
itself fluctuating. More formally, Q(N,V,T) is the restricted partition
function with the occupancy number held fixed at N.) The probability
of finding N molecules in the volume V is

eβµN Q(N,V,T)
Ξ(µ,V,T)

(2.2)

It follows from this that the Helmholtz free energy ∆AN of transfer
of N water molecules from the bulk into the cavity is given by

∆AN
kBT P(N)
)ln
N
N
P(0)

(2.5)

(2.1)

N)0

P(N) )

) exp(β∆U) 〈exp{-β(UN+1 - UN)}〉N

(2.3)

In eq 2.3, a small term pVN,bulk ≈ 0.002 kJ/mol is ignored,37 where
p is the pressure and VN,bulk is the volume per water molecule in the
bulk. Note that the procedure does not require that the shape of the
cavity is close to a sphere.
To obtain the occupancy number distribution P(N), we perform
simulations in canonical ensembles with fixed numbers of N ) 1, 2....
particles in the cavity volume V, instead of using simulations with a
fluctuating number of particles in the cavity. This procedure helps avoid
sampling issues associated with the insertion and removal of particles
in grand-canonical simulations. To determine P(N)/P(0), the ratios P(N
+ 1)/P(N) are calculated for N ranging from zero to Nmax, where Nmax
is the maximum number of water molecules that can be accommodated
in the cavity of known size without encountering large steric overlaps.
P(0) is then obtained by normalization,

Following Bennett,38 the canonical ensemble average of 〈exp{-β(UN+1 - UN)}〉N is obtained by fitting ln[fins,N(∆U)/grem,N+1(∆U)] in the
overlap region of the distribution functions to a straight line with respect
to ∆U at a fixed slope β.
The excess chemical potential µex
bulk of bulk water as a function of
temperature can be calculated by particle insertion39 or removal40
methods, or again by Bennett’s method of overlapping histograms,38
which is our method of choice.
From the dependence of P(N) on temperature, we can estimate the
energy and entropy of transferring water from bulk into the cavity.
This method was used previously in determining the energy of transfer
of water from the bulk into small nonpolar cavities and periodically
replicated nanotubes.36,37 However, since it involves differences in total
energies of the system, it was found to be insufficiently accurate for
studies of the transfer energy of water into the cavities of large proteins.
Here, we instead estimate the energy of transfer as the difference in
the average energy of the N-water cluster in the cavity and of N water
molecules in the bulk phase. Per water molecule, the latter is given
simply in terms of the average removal energy of a single water
molecule from bulk water, U/N ) 〈Urem〉bulk/2. Assuming a relatively
rigid cavity and thus negligible reorganization contributions of the
protein upon filling, the former is approximately the average removal
energy of the N-water cluster. The energy of transfer per water molecule
is then given approximately by ∆U/N ) 〈Urem〉N/N - 〈Urem〉bulk/2. At
298 and 365 K, the removal energies 〈Urem〉bulk of one TIP3P water
molecule41 from bulk are -80.2 kJ/mol and -73.0 kJ/mol, respectively.
The entropy of transfer per water molecule in units of Boltzmann’s
constant kB was calculated from the difference between the free energies
and energies of transfer per water molecule,

∆S ) (∆U - ∆AN)/T

(2.6)

where ∆S ) ∆S(N) and ∆U ) ∆U(N) depend on N.

∞

∑ P(N) ) 1.

3. Simulations

N)0

In previous studies of water in nonpolar cavities and in carbon
nanotubes,36,37 it was shown that in an equilibrated system the ratio of
occupancy probabilities is given by

P(N + 1)
zV
〈exp{-β(UN+1 - UN)}〉N
)
N+1
P(N)

(2.4)

where the fugacity z is related to the excess chemical potential µex
bulk
and density F of bulk water through z ) F exp(βµbulk
ex ). The canonical
ensemble average of 〈exp{-β(UN+1 - UN)}〉N ) exp(-βµNex) defines
µex
N , the excess chemical potential for a cavity filled with N water
molecules. UN is the total configurational energy of the system (protein,
water, ions, etc.), with exactly N water molecules in the cavity, and
UN+1 is the energy of the system with an additional water molecule
randomly inserted into the cavity volume V.
(37) Vaitheeswaran, S.; Rasaiah, J. C.; Hummer, G. J. Chem. Phys. 2004, 121,
7955-7965.

We performed a series of MD simulations of the tetrabrachion
coiled-coil stalk segment in which the occupancy of the largest
cavity (cavity 2) was varied between N ) 0 and N ) 11. The
coordinates of the crystal structure of the polypeptide chain
fragment of tetrabrachion were obtained from the protein data
bank.14 The crystal structure, with hydrogen atoms appropriately
added, has 3283 protein atoms and 17 water molecules inside
the cavities. The protein was solvated in a rectangular box of
size 77 × 114 × 66 Å3 with 7239 TIP3P water molecules41
and 16 Na+ ions42 to neutralize the system. The total number
of water molecules contained in the whole system is 7256.
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)

Bennett, C. H. J. Comput. Phys. 1976, 22, 245-268.
Widom, B. J. Chem. Phys. 1963, 39, 2808-2812.
Shing, K. S.; Gubbins, K. E. Mol. Phys. 1982, 46, 1109-1128.
Jorgensen, W. L.; Chandrasekhar, J.; Madura, J. D.; Impey, R. W.; Klein,
M. L. J. Chem. Phys. 1983, 79, 926-935.
(42) Cornell, W. D.; Cieplak, P.; Bayly, C. I.; Gould, I. R.; Merz, K. M.;
Ferguson, D. M.; Spellmeyer, D. C.; Fox, T.; Caldwell, J. W.; Kollman, P.
A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 5179-5197.
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MD simulations were carried out with the sander module of
AMBER 6.0 (University of California at San Francisco) with
the parm94 force field.42 The particle mesh Ewald method was
used for the long-range electrostatics.43 A real-space interaction
cutoff of 10 Å was applied in the MD simulations. Figure 1
shows the structure of the protein with the cavities filled with
two, nine, five, and one water molecules, respectively, at the
end of the energy minimization. The system was then heated
gradually from 0 K to the desired temperatures of 298 and
365 K, respectively, over 20-ps periods in MD runs at constant
volume with time steps of 2 fs. Equilibration at the desired
temperature was achieved over periods of 500 ps in NPTensemble MD simulations, with the pressure tuned to 1 atm,
using a time step of 1 fs. The temperature and pressure were
maintained using Berendsen thermostats and barostats44 with
time constants of 1 ps. After equilibration, data were collected
during production runs of 1 ns, again with a time step of 1 fs
and temperature and pressure scaling.
We used the same procedure for different numbers N ) 0, 1,
2, ..., 11 of water molecules in the large cavity. Initial
conformations were obtained by simply transferring water
molecules between the cavity and the bulk, keeping the overall
number of water molecules in the simulation box constant. For
example, to change from N ) 9 to N ) 8 water molecules inside
the cavity, we transfer one water molecule from the cavity to a
position in the bulk far from the protein surface and then
minimize the energy of the whole system.
Configurations of the system for each occupancy N were
saved every 0.5 ps during the 1 ns MD production runs. The
resulting set of 2000 configurations was used to determine the
excess chemical potential of the water molecules in the cavity,
from which the free energy of transfer from the bulk reservoir
into the cavity was calculated. Checks were made periodically
during all equilibration and production runs to ensure that water
molecules did not enter or leave the cavity such that the desired
cavity occupancy N was always maintained.
Additional simulations of bulk TIP3P water were performed
at a constant pressure of 1 atm and at temperatures between
298 and 365 K. From those simulations, we obtained bulk
number densities of F ) 33.00 and 30.72 nm-3 at 298 and
365 K, respectively, and corresponding excess chemical potentials of -25.53 and -22.43 kJ/mol.

Figure 2. Configuration of tetrabrachion showing the largest cavity
occupied by nine water molecules after 500 ps of equilibration at 365 K.
The insertion and removal sphere of 6 Å radius is also shown. For clarity,
only the residues at the surface of this cavity and for one of the four helices
are shown. The cluster at the top indicates the five-water cavity. At the
bottom, one can see the two-water cavity.

In all simulations, including those at 365 K, we found the
protein to be stable. Typical root-mean-square deviations
(RMSDs) from the crystal structure after 1 ns of MD are 1.2 Å
at 298 K and 1.6 Å at 365 K, as calculated for the CR carbon
atoms of the peptide backbones.
The free energy differences between occupancies with N and
N + 1 water molecules were calculated by performing virtual
water removals and insertions into the cavity volume for
structures along the simulation trajectories. With the shape of
the cavity being close to a sphere, we chose a sphere of radius
6 Å as the insertion volume. Note that the results should be
independent of the detailed size and shape of the insertion
volume as long as it fully covers the cavity space accessible to

water and does not overlap with any other cavity (i.e., if any
additional volume covered by a larger volume V′ ⊃ V is
practically inaccessible to water such that test-particle insertions
into those regions always produce large positive energies with
a negligible Boltzmann factor). We define the center of the
cavity by the alpha carbons of the residues on the four strands
of tetrabrachion at the periphery of this cavity (residues 6979, 17-27, 118-128, and 168-178; see Figure 2).
In all cases, we obtain broad overlap regions of the insertion
and removal energies consistent with eq 2.5. Figure 3 shows
the overlap region for the insertion and removal of a water
molecule from cavity 2 when N ) 2 and N + 1 ) 3 and
illustrates the calculation of the excess chemical potential of
cavity water for N ) 0, 2, and 4 water molecules, respectively,
from the intercept of the plot of ln[fins,N(∆U)/grem,N+1(∆U)] vs
∆U with slope 1/kBT.
From the insertion and removal data we obtain the ratio of
probabilities P(N)/P(0) of finding exactly N and 0 water
molecules in the cavity and, in turn, the free energy ∆AN of
transferring N water molecules from bulk into the protein
cavity 2.
Figure 4 shows the resulting free energies ∆AN of transfer of
water from the bulk into the cavity. The free energy profiles as
a function of the occupancy N have two minima: one at the
empty state, N ) 0, and the other corresponding to a filled state
with N between about 6 and 10 water molecules. However, at
both 298 and 365 K, the transfer free energy of the filled state
is negative; i.e., the cavity is preferentially filled. The empty
and filled states are separated by a free energy barrier of about
2-3 kBT, indicating that the filling transition is cooperative (i.e.,
intermediate occupancies of N ≈ 1 to 4 are unfavorable). Similar
barriers were observed previously for water filling carbon
nanotubes37,45,46 and nonpolar cavities.36

(43) Darden, T.; York, D.; Petersen, L. J. Chem. Phys. 1993, 98, 10089-10092.
(44) Berendsen, H. J. C.; Potsma, J. P. M.; van Gunsteren, W.; DiNola, A.;
Haak, J. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1984, 81, 3684.

(45) Hummer, G.; Rasaiah, J. C.; Noworyta, J. P. Nature 2001, 414, 188-190
(46) Waghe, A.; Rasaiah, J. C.; Hummer, G. J. Chem. Phys. 2002, 117, 1078910795.
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Figure 5. Energy ∆UN/N of transfer per water molecule as a function of
the occupancy N. Results are shown for transfer of water from bulk into
cavity 2 for 298 K (dotted line) and 365 K (solid line).

Figure 3. Illustration of the histogram analysis for cavity 2 of tetrabrachion
at T ) 365 K. The top panel shows the overlapping region of insertion and
removal energies, respectively, for N ) 2. The bottom panel shows plots
of ln[fins,N(∆U)/grem,N+1(∆U)] for N ) 0, 2, and 4. The intercept of the fitted
straight line of slope 1/kBT with the ∆U ) 0 axis gives the excess chemical
potential -βµex
N.

Figure 4. Free energy of transfer of water from the bulk into the interior
of cavity 2 as a function of the water occupancy N at 298, 365, and 384 K.
Error bars at 298 and 365 K indicate one standard deviation, as estimated
from block analyses of calculated data. The free energy of transfer at the
predicted transition temperature of 384 K for drying was calculated from
the energy and entropy of transfer at 365 K. Occupancy N ) 9 found in
X-ray studies14 at 100 K is indicated by an arrow.

In particular, transferring a single water molecule into this
cavity in tetrabrachion is thermodynamically unfavorable,
despite the large size of the cavity (which holds nine water
molecules in the X-ray structure) and the presence of four
carbonyl oxygen atoms available for hydrogen bonds (residues
on the four peptide chains).
Adding a second water molecule is again unfavorable. Only
for N > 2 does the free energy decrease until it reaches a
minimum at an occupancy N of about seven to eight water
molecules. For larger occupancies, the free energy increases
because of steric overlap and the resulting loss of entropy (see
below). Based on Figure 4, we estimate that the cavity is
typically filled by seven water molecules at 365 K and by eight
water molecules at 298 K. These numbers and the trend with
temperature are consistent with the experimental occupancy of
nine water molecules in the crystal structure determined at 100

Figure 6. Entropy of transfer per molecule of water from the bulk into the
large nonpolar cavity as a function of the occupancy N at 298 K (dotted
line) and 365 K (full line).

K.14 The barrier height for filling the cavity with water increases
with decreasing temperature.
To characterize the thermodynamic driving force for water
molecules to penetrate into this protein cavity, we separate the
transfer free energy into energy and entropy contributions using
eq 2.6.
Figure 5 shows transfer energies per water molecule, ∆UN/
N, as a function of the occupancy number N. The error in the
energy of transfer was calculated from block averages, with
blocks of 200 ps duration. We find that the transfer energies at
298 and 365 K are nearly identical, indicating only small
contributions from the specific heat of transfer and suggesting
that neglecting reorganization energies in eq 2.6 is a good
approximation. We also find that the energy of transfer of one
and two water molecules into the cavity is large and positive
(i.e., unfavorable). However, increasing occupancy produces
successively lower transfer energies per molecule which become
negative for N > 3. These increasingly favorable energies reflect
the formation of hydrogen bonds between water molecules that
form a single connected cluster inside the cavity. This energy
lowering provides the main driving force for water to fill the
large nonpolar cavity of tetrabrachion.
Figure 6 shows the entropy of transfer from the bulk into the
large nonpolar cavity. The entropy of transfer per water
molecule, like the energy of transfer, decreases with increasing
cavity occupancy N, indicating strong entropy-enthalpy compensation. The entropy, like the energy, is positive for the
transfer of one and two water molecules but negative for
N > 3.
One and two water molecules have more free space to move
in the cavity than in bulk water, and the entropy of transfer is
positive as expected. For 3 to 11 water molecules, the entropy
J. AM. CHEM. SOC.
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Table 1. Thermodynamics of Transfer of TIP3P Water from the
Bulk into Cavity 2 of Tetrabrachion at 365 K and 1 atm of
Pressure
N

β∆A

∆A/N
(kJ/mol)

error

∆U/N
(kJ/mol)

error

∆S/NkB

error

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0
1.26
1.73
1.50
0.85
0.10
-0.75
-1.09
-0.97
-0.02
1.31
3.06

0
3.82
2.63
1.52
0.65
0.06
-0.38
-0.47
-0.37
-0.01
0.40
0.84

0
(0.21
(0.27
(0.26
(0.32
(0.18
(0.13
(0.15
(0.09
(0.13
(0.15
(0.24

0
11.42
6.16
0.03
-3.55
-6.29
-8.62
-9.90
-11.79
-13.17
-13.61
-13.93

0
(0.53
(0.53
(0.62
(0.59
(0.91
(0.52
(0.80
(0.81
(0.59
(0.29
(0.48

0
2.50
1.17
-0.49
-1.38
-2.09
-2.72
-3.11
-3.76
-4.33
-4.61
-4.86

0
(0.24
(0.26
(0.29
(0.30
(0.36
(0.21
(0.32
(0.30
(0.23
(0.15
(0.24

change is negative and unfavorable due to cluster formation
and interactions with the cavity walls.
The calculated entropies at the two temperatures are again
nearly identical. From the energy, entropy, and free energy
values in Tables 1 and 2, we find that the small changes in
entropy and energy are thermodynamically consistent. For
instance, for N ) 7 the difference in transfer entropies at the
two temperatures of +0.87 kB per molecule would, at constant
heat capacity, correspond approximately to a change in energy
of 2.4 ( 1.7 kJ/mol, compared to the directly calculated change
of 1.1 ( 1.4 kJ/mol. From the energy and entropy of transfer
at 298 and 365 K, we can estimate a specific heat of transfer
per molecule using ∆CV ) d∆U/dT ) Td∆S/dT of 16 ( 21
and 36 ( 25 J K-1 mol-1, respectively.
To explore the trends in the energy and entropy of transfer
in more detail, we need to look at the structure of cavity water
as a function of the occupancy N. The positions and orientations
of a single water molecule in the cavity provide information
on the preferred binding sites and a hint of protein-water
interactions at higher cavity occupancy. By following energy
changes in a 1 ns trajectory, we observe that a single water
molecule is bound to or moving between hydrogen-bonding sites
at the carbonyl groups of the four residues on the four peptides
in the cavity wall (Figure 7). The removal-energy fluctuation
of the water molecule is displayed in Figure 8, illustrating the
rapid motion of water between low-energy binding sites. The
cavity free volume is large, resulting in a positive and favorable
entropy of transfer of a single molecule. The balance between
the energy and entropy is reflected in a positive (unfavorable)
free energy of transfer of one water molecule into the cavity.
Table 2. Thermodynamics of Transfer of TIP3P Water from the
Bulk into Cavity 2 of Tetrabrachion at 298 K and 1 atm of
Pressure
N

β∆A

∆A/N
(kJ/mol)

error

∆U/N
(kJ/mol)

error

∆S/NkB

error

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0
2.29
3.09
2.57
0.82
-0.90
-3.15
-3.22
-3.91
-3.30
-2.87
-2.21

0
5.67
3.83
2.12
0.51
-0.45
-1.30
-1.14
-1.21
-0.91
-0.71
-0.50

0
(0.25
(0.32
(0.26
(0.33
(0.21
(0.15
(0.12
(0.10
(0.09
(0.11
(0.20

0
11.44
5.55
0.06
-5.21
-8.29
-10.93
-10.99
-12.21
-13.85
-14.92
-17.17

0
(0.33
(1.092
(0.54
(0.76
(0.64
(0.49
(0.62
(0.26
(0.19
(0.19
(0.33

0
2.33
0.70
-0.83
-2.31
-3.17
-3.88
-3.97
-4.44
-5.22
-5.73
-6.73

0
(0.23
(0.57
(0.32
(0.44
(0.35
(0.26
(0.30
(0.15
(0.11
(0.12
(0.21
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Figure 7. Lowest (Top) and highest (bottom) removal-energy equilibrium
structures of a single water molecule in cavity 2 at 365 K. The four
hydrophilic carbonyl oxygen atoms are represented in red.

Figure 8. Removal energy of a single water molecule in cavity 2 of
tetrabrachion as a function of time at 365 K. The time averaged removal
energy is -25.08 kJ/mol.

The addition of the second water molecule to the cavity could
lead to the formation of a water dimer or the binding of each
water molecule to different carbonyl oxygens of the isoleucine
residues lining the walls of the cavity. Figure 9 shows snapshots
of configurations corresponding to the lowest and highest
removal energies of two water molecules in the cavity. This
energy includes water-dimer and water-protein interactions.
The second water molecule prefers to form a hydrogen bond
with the first water molecule rather than with the protein wall
of the cavity for both the lowest and highest energy configurations observed in the simulations. This implies that hydrogen
bonding and van der Waals interactions between the water and
the protein are much weaker than the hydrogen bonding between
two water molecules.
Equilibration after successive additions of more water molecules clearly shows that the water molecules are preferentially
hydrogen bonded to each other to form a single cluster of
increasing size. There is also a tendency for the water molecules
in the cluster to be hydrogen bonded to one or more of the
hydrophilic sites of the cavity wall. Equilibrium configurations

Water Clusters in Cavities of Tetrabrachion

Figure 9. Lowest (top) and highest (bottom) removal energy equilibrium
structures of two water molecules in cavity 2 at 365 K.

of the structures of seven and nine water molecules inside the
cavity are shown in Figure 10, with close-ups of the seven and
eight water clusters in Figure 11.
The large clusters in the largest protein cavity of tetrabrachion
are remarkably similar to the clusters found earlier in our studies
of idealized nonpolar cavities.36
From the energies and entropies of transfer at 365 K (see
Table 1), we predict that the transfer free energy of clusters
with seven to nine water molecule cross over from negative to
positive values at ∼384 K, signaling the onset of the emptying
of cavity 2 (see Figure 4). This is still about 20 °C below the
temperature (403 K) at which tetrabrachion unfolds in the
presence of strong denaturants (1% dodecyl sulfate or 6 M
guanidine or 70% sulfuric acid),15,16 which suggests that drying
precedes denaturation and cavity water contributes to the
stability, and possibly function, of this protein.
In the following, we briefly discuss the hydration of the other,
smaller cavities in tetrabrachion. Besides the largest cavity
(cavity 2) three other nonpolar cavities (see Figure 1) have been
located in the coiled-coil segment by crystallography.14 Cavities
1 and 4 are close to the bulk reservoir. At 365 K, we find that
water molecules escaped from the cavities into the bulk, without
water re-entering during the relatively short time of our 1 ns
simulation. The second largest cavity (cavity 3) has a five water
molecule pentagonal cluster that also broke up at 365 K. Three
of the water molecules escape from the cavity, leaving two water
molecules behind toward the end of the 1 ns simulation at
365 K.
One of the water molecules released during the disintegration
of the cluster is temporarily immobilized by hydrogen bonding
to the carbonyl oxygen of a residue in the cavity wall. It then
adjusts its orientation to form a new hydrogen bond with a
different carbonyl oxygen atom of a residue in the cavity wall

ARTICLES

Figure 10. Lowest removal-energy equilibrium structures of seven (top)
and nine water molecules (bottom) in cavity 2 at 365 K. Hydrogen bonds
are shown as dotted lines.

Figure 11. Lowest removal energy equilibrium structures of the hydrogenbonded seven-water cluster at 365 K (left) and of the eight-water cluster in
cavity 2 at 298 K (right).

and eventually penetrates the protein. In this way, three water
molecules escape from cavity 3. Even after the water molecules
escape, the protein remains stable, consistent with the backbone
RMSD of 1.6 Å reported above.
The behavior of water in the smaller cavities (1, 4, and 3;
see Figure 1) at 298 K is rather different. At the lower
temperature, the water molecules in cavities 1 and 4 exchange
with bulk water (i.e., water molecules go in and out of the cavity
during the simulations). However, the five-water pentagonal
hydrogen-bonded cluster in cavity 3 remains stable, in contrast
to its behavior at 365 K. Figure 12 shows the lowest energy
configuration of this cluster in our MD simulation. The energy
of transfer from the bulk reservoir to form this cluster in cavity
3 is favorable, about -7.7 kJ/mol. However, removal of one or
more water molecules at 298 K destabilizes the depleted cluster,
and the remaining water molecules penetrate the protein wall
individually, as they do at high temperature, before escaping
into the bulk reservoir. The movement of water in and out of
the smaller cavity 3 prevents us from using the methods applied
to the larger cavity 2 to determine the free energy of transfer as
J. AM. CHEM. SOC.
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Figure 12. The lowest removal-energy configuration of the five-water
molecule pentagonal cluster in the second largest cavity (cavity 3) of
tetrabrachion during the 298 K MD simulation. The four protein strands of
tetrabrachion are represented as tubes, and the water molecules, by van der
Waals spheres. The protein residues around the pentagonal water molecule
cluster are shown using a line model. The cluster at the bottom indicates
the nine-water cluster in the largest cavity (cavity 2).

play a role in protein complex formation. Interestingly, the two
protease molecules are attached to the tetrabrachion stalk
essentially on top of the largest cavity.16 It is therefore
conceivable that the cavities are used in binding the proteases,
possibly through nonpolar molecular anchors penetrating into
the cavity and replacing the water clusters. By having a cavity
close to the midpoint of an emptying/filling transition, its large
nonpolar surface can be made available for such binding
processes at essentially zero cost in free energy. Similar effects
have been suggested in binding of small ligands to proteins51
and the formation of protein complexes.52 Indeed, the complex
between the tetrabrachion stalk and its two proteases appears
to be stably bound at temperatures at least as high as 120 °C
(398 K). We therefore speculate that the unusually large
nonpolar cavity in tetrabrachion may serve as a binding element
for possible nonpolar anchors of its proteases.
5. Conclusions

Although the density increases with pressure, it appears as a
logarithmic term in the free energy change, and its effect is
typically smaller than that due to an increase in the excess
chemical potential of water. Pressure favors filling19,33 and a
slightly larger optimal cluster size. It may also raise the transition
temperature at which the cavities begin to empty.
What are possible functional implications of our results?
Consistent with extensive studies of artificially created cavities
in lysozyme by Matthews and collaborators,47,48 we found that
tetrabrachion is stable, independent of the cavity being filled
or empty. The observed stability is also consistent with
experimental results for a lysozyme mutant under pressures up
to at least 2 kbar.19
However, our thermodynamic results indicate that, at the
temperature of optimal growth of Staphylothermus marinus, the
two largest cavities of its surface-stabilizing protein tetrabrachion
are near the midpoint of their filling/emptying transitions. Such
drying of molecular pores45,46 has been implicated, for instance,
in the function of biological channels.49,50 Here, the drying may

The right-handed coiled-coil tetramer structure of tetrabrachion is a model for understanding the stability of thermophilic
proteins and for the design of de novo proteins.14 The stability
of this protein at high temperatures is related to its unusual
structure, resulting in a series of large, almost entirely nonpolar,
yet water-filled cavities.
We have carried out a comprehensive study of the thermodynamics of transfer of water from the bulk phase into the
largest cavity in tetrabrachion at 298 and 365 K. We have shown
that water molecules form a thermodynamically stable hydrogenbonded cluster inside the largest cavity (cavity 2; see Figure 1)
both at the high temperature corresponding to the hydrothermal
marine environment in which tetrabrachion exists (365 K) and
at room temperature (298 K). The typical cluster at 365 K
consists of seven water molecules, hydrogen bonded to each
other and stabilized further through hydrogen bonds and weaker
van der Waals interactions with the cavity walls. The filled and
empty states are separated by a barrier of 2-3 kBT, with the
absolute barrier height increasing with temperature decreasing.
The entropy of transfer per molecule of the thermodynamically most stable cluster of seven water molecules from the bulk
into the cavity is approximately -25.8 J/(K‚mol) at 365 K, and
the energy of transfer per molecule is -9.9 kJ/mol. Filling is
driven by the favorable transfer energy at this temperature (see
Table 1) and also at room temperature (298 K) (Table 2). The
energy and entropy of transfer are found to depend only weakly
on temperature, with the estimated entropy being slightly more
negative at 298 K than at 365 K (Figure 6). A wider range of
thermodynamically stable cluster sizes (N ) 6 to 9) of
comparable free energy exist at 298 K than at 365 K.
From our estimates of the entropy and energy of transfer,
we predict that the transfer free energy of clusters with seven
to nine water molecules would become unfavorable above
temperatures of ∼384 K, signaling the onset of drying above
(see Figure 4). This result suggests that emptying occurs before
denaturation (with the protein being stable at temperatures
>400 K).16 In our simulations tetrabrachion is stable at 365 K

(47) Erickson, A. E.; Baase, W. A.; Matthews, B. W. J. Mol. Biol. 1993, 229,
747-769.
(48) Morton, A.; Baase, W. A.; Matthews, B. W. Biochemistry 1995, 34, 85648575.
(49) Beckstein, O.; Biggin, P.; Sansom, M. J. Phys. Chem. B 2001, 105, 1290212905.

(50) Hummer, G. Mol. Phys. 2007, 105, 201-207.
(51) Friesner, R. A.; Murphy, R. B.; Repasky, M. P.; Frye, L. L.; Greenwood,
J. R.; Halgren, T. A.; Sanschagrin, P. C.; Mainz, D. T. J. Med. Chem.
2006, 49, 6177-6196.
(52) Young, T.; Abel, R.; Kim, B.; Berne, B. J.; Friesner, R. J. Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2007, 104, 808-813.

a function of the occupancy, unless a restraining potential is
applied. We leave this for a future investigation.
The cavity occupancy is sensitive to the activity of the solvent.
The calculations at 365 and 298 K were carried out at a pressure
of 1 atm. Increased hydrostatic pressure in deep sea thermal
marine environments where tetrabrachion is found14-16 will
produce changes in the chemical potential and density of the
solvent tending to favor filling;32,33 however, increased salt and
osmolyte concentrations would favor drying. The change in the
transfer free energy is related to changes in the solvent density
and chemical potential by36,37

(

)

F(T,P)
F(T,1atm)
ex
N(µex
bulk(T,P) - µbulk (T,1atm)) (4.1)

∆AN(T,P) - ∆AN(T,1atm) ) -NkT ln
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even if the large cavity 2 is empty. Based on this and the
experimental observation that the stalk and two proteases are
stably bound even at 398 K, we suggest that a possible
functional role of the largest nonpolar cavity (cavity 2) in
tetrabrachion is to serve as the binding element for nonpolar
anchors of its proteases.
We note that the present formalism to study the hydration
thermodynamics of confined systems should prove useful in
other cases where cavities can be occupied by multiple water
molecules, as shown before for simple spherical cavities and
fullerenes,36 nanotubes,37,45,46 and here proteins. Displacement
of water is an important factor in the thermodynamics of ligand
binding. Our method should help in calculating accurate ligand-
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binding free energies, even in cases with an unknown number
of water molecules in the binding site, or when the number and
positions of water fluctuate.
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